Measuring similarity between two objects is the core operation in existing cluster analyses in grouping similar objects into clusters. Cluster analyses have been applied to a number of applications, including image segmentation, social network analysis, and computational biology. This paper introduces a new similarity measure called point-set kernel which computes the similarity between an object and a sample of objects generated from an unknown distribution. The proposed clustering procedure utilizes this new measure to characterize both the typical point of every cluster and the cluster grown from the typical point. We show that the new clustering procedure is both effective and efficient such that it can deal with large scale datasets. In contrast, existing clustering algorithms are either efficient or effective; and even efficient ones have difficulty dealing with large scale datasets without special hardware. We show that the proposed algorithm is more effective and runs orders of magnitude faster than the state-of-the-art density-peak clustering and scalable kernel k-means clustering when applying to datasets of millions of data points, on commonly used computing machines.
Introduction
Similarity between two objects is used as the basis in grouping objects into clusters in existing cluster analyses. State-of-the-art clustering algorithms are density based (1) , and they rely on a similarity measure between two objects to compute the density of each data point, representing each object. An early influential density based algorithm DBSCAN (2) separates core points from noise points by using a density threshold, where the former has high density and the latter has low density. Then only core points in the neighbourhood of each other are grouped into the same cluster. The exact condition under which DBSCAN fails to identify all clusters has been determined recently (3) . In general terms, DBSCAN fails to identify all clusters when the clusters have hugely varying densities.
Density-peak clustering (DP) (1) , which is a more recent density-based algorithm, begins by identifying density peaks that are far from each other; and then links data points which are transitively connected to a peak to form a cluster. Because it does not employ a density threshold, DP has avoided the weakness of DBSCAN mentioned above. Though DP is a stronger clustering algorithm than DBSCAN in general (4), DP has its own weaknesses. A key weakness is the requirement to find all density peaks in the first step, after the density of each point has been estimated based on a distance/similarity measure. As a result, it has difficulty identifying clusters, where each cluster has uniform density distribution.
A recent research has shown that a kernelized DBSCAN called MBSCAN (4) , which employs Isolation Kernel (5) , overcomes the weakness of DBSCAN and uplifts its clustering performance to the same level as DP. However, it has high computational cost because it employs the same algorithm as DBSCAN and only replaces the distance measure with Isolation Kernel.
Like DP, DBSCAN and MBSCAN are unable to deal with large scale datasets.
In a nutshell, high computational cost is a longstanding fundamental issue of existing density-based clustering algorithms. We contend that the root cause is due to the use of a similarity between two data points, resulting the computational cost to be at least proportional to the square of the data size, i.e., n 2 , where n is the number of data points in a given dataset. This has restricted the existing density-based clustering algorithms to small datasets only, as evidenced on the datasets used in their evaluations (1) (2) (3) (4) .
In the age of big data, these density-based algorithms could not be used, despite their superior clustering capability in comparison with more traditional clustering algorithms such as k-means (6) . Although there are attempts to parallelize these algorithms or approximate the clustering outcomes through sampling, the fundamental limitation remains, i.e., their computational cost being at least proportional to n 2 . In other words, these attempts are a mitigating approach that enables some larger datasets to be executed in reasonable time. But huge datasets remain out of bound for these algorithms (see Section 4.2 for a scaleup test example.)
Proposed point-set kernel that employs Isolation Kernel
Rather than relying on a similarity between two data points, we propose a new similarity which measures how similar a data point x (represented as a vector) is to a set of data points D, as a point-set kernel:
and
where Φ(D) is the kernel mean map 1 of D; Φ is the feature map of a point-to-point kernel κ;
and a, b denotes a dot product between two vectors a and b.
In contrast, the point-to-point kernel (a similarity between two data points), expressed as a dot product, is given as follows (9):
Notice that the summation in Φ(D) (in Equation 2) is to be done once only as a preprocessing. Then computing K(x, D) in equation 1, based on the dot product, takes a fixed amount of time only, independent of n (the data size of D).
Therefore, to compute the similarity of x with respect to D for all points x in D, i,e.,
K(x, D) ∀x ∈ D, has a computational cost which is proportional to n.
Also note that the use of the feature map Φ is necessary in order to achieve the stated efficiency. The alternative, which employs the point-to-point kernel/distance directly in the computation, will have a computational cost that is proportional to n 2 -the root cause of high computational cost in existing density-based algorithms.
The point-set kernel formulation assumes that the point-to-point kernel κ has a finite-dimensional feature map Φ.
Commonly used point-to-point kernels (such as Gaussian and Laplacian kernels) have two key limitations (4, 5): they have a feature map of intractable dimensionality (10); and their similarity is independent of a given dataset. The first limitation prevents these kernels to be used in the proposed formulation directly.
We propose to use a recently introduced point-to-point kernel which has a finite dimensional feature map called Isolation Kernel (4, 5) in K. It does not have the two limitations mentioned above, i.e., it has a finite-dimensional feature map; and its similarity adapts to local density of the data distribution of a given dataset. The first characteristic enables Isolation Kernel to be used directly in the proposed point-set kernel.
The second characteristic has a specific data dependent property: two points in a sparse region are more similar than two points of equal inter-point distance in a dense region (4, 5) .
This characteristic is crucial for the proposed clustering algorithm to obtain good clustering outcomes; and the finite-dimensional feature map is crucial in achieving the only kernel-based clustering which has runtime proportional to data size.
We will now introduce the proposed clustering algorithm in the next section.
Proposed clustering based on point-set kernel
The proposed clustering, called point-set kernel clustering or psKC, employs the point-set kernel K to characterize clusters. It identifies all members of each cluster by first locating the typical point of the dataset. Then, it expands its members in the cluster's local neighbourhood incrementally. The details of the procedure are as follows.
The typical point of a cluster is characterized by the most similar point, as measured by K(x, D ), with respect to D in which clusters are to be identified, where D ⊆ D is a set of points incrementally excludes the points in D already identified as belonging to a cluster.
The members belonging to a cluster are identified by using K at incremental steps i ≥ 0.
Let G i be the cluster at step i; and the typical point is initialized as the only member in G 0 . To determine whether G i shall be expanded to include a point x, the similarity of x is measured against the cluster G i , i.e., K(x, G i ). The cluster expansion terminates if K(x, G i ) is less than a threshold τ for all points in D excluding G i .
The above process repeats for the next cluster using D , i.e., the remaining points in the given dataset D, yet to be assigned to any clusters found so far. The clustering process terminates until D is empty or no point can be found which has similarity more than τ . All remaining points after the entire clustering process are noise as they are less than the threshold τ for each of the clusters discovered.
A demonstration of the clustering process of psKC is shown in Figure 1 , based on a twodimensional dataset which has data points distributed in four concentrical rings. The first row shows the progression of identifying the first typical point and growing the cluster to include the first 30 points in (a); followed by including the first 100 points in (b); and all points in the first cluster are found in (c)-this is when K(x, G i ) < τ for all x in D excluding G i . The next three typical points and their clusters are discovered in turn, following the same process shown in the first row in Figure 1 ; and the last three clusters are shown in the second row in Figure 1 . The proposed clustering algorithm psKC is unique among the existing clustering algorithms in two key aspects:
• It is the only clustering algorithm which utilizes the point-set kernel that employs Isolation Kernel.
• The algorithmic design is unique: the two main steps in the procedure, i.e., the determination of typical points and cluster growth, employ the same proposed point-set kernel.
Both the proposed point-set kernel and the algorithm are crucial in achieving a clustering algorithm which is both effective and efficient.
The finite dimensional feature map of Isolation Kernel and its use in the point-set kernel in both steps of the algorithm enable it to achieve the full potential: runtime proportional to data size (n)-a level unable to be achieved by existing effective clustering algorithms such as DP (1), and even less effective but efficient algorithms such as scale kernel k-means (11) . All 2 of which have their runtimes at least proportional to n 2 .
Two main types of existing clustering algorithms have the following features:
(a) Density-based clustering algorithms such as DP and DBSCAN rely on point based density estimation that in turn relies on point-to-point distance calculations. This is the key reason why they both have runtime proportional to n 2 .
(b) Center-based clustering algorithm such as k-means (that is used in kernel k-means (11) and spectral clustering (12)) computes distance between any point to a center, where a cluster center is defined as the average position of all points in a cluster in the input/feature space. It is possible to view the centers in kernel k-means as a kind of kernel mean map (defined in Equation 2). But it typically uses Gaussian kernel which is data independent and has feature map which has intractable dimensionality. Thus, some additional method must be used to convert it to an approximate finite-dimensional feature map before the centers can be computed. In addition, an important step in kernel k-means is dimension reduction which has high computational cost.
In a nutshell, existing clustering algorithms computes point-to-point distance/kernel to derive the required similarity to characterize clusters. In contrast, the proposed algorithm utilizes the point-set kernel to compute the required similarity to characterize clusters.
The proposed algorithm has additional special features compared with existing algorithms:
(i) psKC works in feature space Φ(x); whereas existing density-based algorithms such as DP and DBSCAN work in input space x.
(ii) Compared with scalable kernel k-means (11) , psKC works with the exact feature map of Isolation Kernel; whereas scalable kernel k-means works with approximate feature map of a kernel 3 . psKC computes less but gets more (having exact feature map). In contrast, scalable kernel k-means needs additional computing resources but gets less (having approximate feature map.) (iii) Both kernel k-means and spectral clustering require to perform dimension reduction before k-means can be employed to perform the clustering. In contrast, psKC needs no dimension reduction.
(iv) psKC is the only kernel-based clustering which has runtime proportional to data size. This is achieved without special hardware, unlike scalable k-means (see Section 4.2 for more details.)
The current state-of-the-art clustering algorithms can be categorized into either effective algorithm or efficient algorithms. For example, density-based algorithms such as DP (1) produces good clustering outcomes but has high computational cost; and scalable kernel k-means (11) is highly efficient but produces weaker clustering outcomes, despite the use of kernel (see Sec-
In sharp contrast, the proposed clustering algorithm psKC is both highly efficient and producing good clustering outcomes.
Empirical evaluation
We empirically compare psKC with DP (1), scalable kernel k-means (11) and spectral clustering (which employs adaptive kernel (13)) in terms of clustering outcomes and runtimes.
Commonly used benchmark datasets as well as color images are used in the experiments.
As all these datasets (except one) can be visualized, we present the clustering outcomes of the algorithms under comparison by showing their segmented images or two-dimensional plots for visual inspection. When the ground truth is available, the clustering result is measured in terms of F1 score (14) (15) (16) . The runtime is measured in terms of CPU seconds (and include the GPU seconds when GPU is used.)
Color images are represented in the CIELAB color space 4 . All clustering algorithms in the comparison are presented with a dataset with this CIELAB representation when an image is to be segmented.
We search parameters in each of the algorithms, i.e., DP, kernel k-means, spectral clustering and psKC; and report their best clustering outcomes after the search. See the supplementary materials for the details of these parameter searches.
We present the results in three subsections: The first reports the clustering outcomes; the second presents the runtime comparison in a scaleup test; and the third provides the result of a stability analysis.
Clustering outcomes
A comparison of clustering outcomes of four clustering algorithms on five benchmark datasets is provided in Table 1 . It is interesting to note that DP did well in four benchmark datasets, but it did poorly on the 4-rings dataset, i.e., DP successfully identified the two inner rings but failed to separate the two outer rings. This is because DP has a weakness in identifying the correct peaks when every cluster is uniformly distributed, and the 4-rings dataset is one such dataset.
Kernel k-means and spectral clustering are weaker algorithms than DP as they did poorly on at least three out of the five datasets, i.e., 4-rings, Aggregation and Spiral. This is because of their use of k-means which has fundamental weaknesses in detecting clusters that have nonglobular shapes, and have different sizes and densities (17) . These weaknesses remain even with the use of a kernel and after the datasets have been transformed with a dimension reduction method such as PCA (18) We examine the ability of the four clustering algorithms in dealing with images of low and high resolutions in the following.
Out of the three contenders of psKC, only scalable kernel k-means could complete the first two low resolution images (shown in Table 2 ) in reasonable time.
The first example in Table 2 shows that kernel k-means produced more clusters than anticipated by human perception, i.e., kernel k-means produced three clusters, instead of two. This is because the data distribution, shown in the CIELAB space, has one elongated cluster. Kernel k-means is likely to split an elongated into two or more clusters; and it produced a poorer clustering outcome if it is asked to produce two clusters on this dataset
In contrast, psKC could discover the two clusters, without splitting the sky into two.
Another example clustering outcome on an image is shown in the second example in Table   2 . We show the results in which both psKC and kernel k-means produced two clusters. Here psKC produces a better clustering outcome. This is shown in their CIELAB spaces, where psKC produced two more balanced clusters than kernel k-means.
Note that the Forbidden City Gate image has a total of 161,676 pixels. DP could only processed a lower resolution of this image of 60,000 pixels. Like kernel k-means, DP identified this elongated cluster to have two peaks instead of one-one weakness of the DP peaks identification procedure.
Similarly, DP could only process the Christ handing the keys image of lower resolution (i.e., 60,023 pixels instead of 278,050 pixels). See Section 5.2 for an issue with clustering a reduced resolution image. In the first example, the background (plus red stamps) of this traditional Chinese painting is separated from the landscape, producing two clusters. The red stamps can be extracted as a cluster on its own if a different parameter setting is used.
This image has a total of more than 1 million pixels. psKC completed the clustering process in about one hour. Yet, DP was unable to load the dataset on a machine with 256GB of main memory because of high memory requirement. Scalable kernel k-means took more than four days on the same machine (we terminated the run as it took too long to complete.)
The clustering outcome of psKC on van Gogh's painting is shown in the second example in Table 3 . None of DP and kernel k-means can complete in reasonable time.
In summary, only psKC could complete the clustering of all datasets/images used in the experiments. The most efficient contender is scalable kernel k-means which could complete the artificial datasets and low resolution images only in reasonable time. On these datasets/images, psKC produced better clustering outcomes than those by scalable kernel k-means.
The clustering outcomes of psKC on other images can be found in the supplementary materials.
Scaleup test
The result of a scaleup test using the MNIST8M dataset, which has a total 8.1 million data points with 784 dimensions, is given in Figure 2a . As expected, psKC has runtime linear to data set size, as the data size increases from 10k to 8.1 million (a factor of 810), its runtime increases by a factor of 1,171 (including both feature mapping (GPU) and clustering (CPU)). In contrast, DP's runtime increases by a factor of 29 as the data size increases from 10k to 40k (a factor of 4). Note that DP took too long to run beyond 40k points; and the dotted line of DP in Figure 2a is a projected line beyond 40k points.
Kernel k-means (11) has three components: Nyström approximation (10) (to produce a finite increasing the number of computing nodes 16 times from 8 to 128, the net speedup is less than 4 times. It is even less when the number of target dimensions s is increased. See Table 4 in (11) for details. This shows that parallelization alone has diminishing payoff as the complexity of the problem increases. In addition, special hardware is required.
Our experimental result in Figure 2a shows the same behaviour on a single-CPU machine.
Scalable kernel k-means has similar runtime ratios as psKC up to 80k. But its runtime began to dramatically increase at 120k-the runtime increase is now more than 3000 times on a 12-fold increase in data size! Even with 12 CPUs, as shown in Figure 2b , scalable kernel k-means took more than 240,000 seconds to complete the dataset of 120k, while the 1-CPU machine took close to 1 million seconds (more than 11 days). This is a speed up of 4 times on a 12-fold increase in the number of CPUs. In other words, the parallelization works well in scalable kernel k-means only if the number of CPUs is sufficiently large such that each CPU works on a small data set. Otherwise, a dramatic increase in runtime is expected, as shown in Figure 2a . All this is a result of the exponential increase in runtimes in parallelizing the PCA and k-means processes.
In contrast, the algorithmic advantage of psKC, together with the use of the proposed pointset kernel, allows it to run on a standard machine of single-CPU (for clustering) and GPU (for feature mapping). This enables clustering to be run on a commonly available machine with both GPU and CPU to deal with large scale datasets.
In terms of real time on the dataset with 40k data points, psKC took 73 seconds which consists of 58 GPU seconds for feature mapping and 15 CPU seconds for clustering. In contrast, DP took 541 seconds. The gap in runtime widens as data size increases: To complete the run on 8.1 million points, DP is projected to take 379 years! That would be 12 billion seconds which is six orders of magnitude slower than psKC's 20 thousand seconds (less than 6 hours). The widening gap is apparent in Figure 2a .
For the dataset of 120k data points, psKC took 253 seconds; whereas scalable kernel kmeans took close to a million seconds, both on a one-CPU machine.
As it is, there is no opportunity for DP to do feature mapping (where GPU could be utilised).
While it is possible for kernel k-means to make use of GPU as in psKC, kernel k-means's main restriction is PCA which has no efficient parallelism, to the best of our knowledge. The clustering procedures of both DP and psKC could potentially be parallelized; but this does not change their time complexities.
In terms of clustering outcomes in F1 score on 100k data size, psKC achieved F1=0.84;
while scalable kernel k-means produced F1=0.63. DP produced F1=0.37 on 40k (the largest data size it could afford to run.)
Stability analysis
DP is a deterministic algorithm which always produces the same clustering outcome given a dataset. Kernel k-means (or k-means) is a randomised algorithm; and its clustering outcome is influenced by the initial centers, generated randomly. While the clustering procedure of psKC is deterministic, the Isolation Kernel employed is generated based on random samples. Here we examine the stability of kernel k-means and psKC.
Figures 2c to 2e
show the stability of the clustering outcomes in terms of F1 score over 10 trials, presented in box plots.
The results on Aggregation and S3 show that kernel k-means produced clustering which have variance much higher than those produced by psKC on the middle 50% results (showed as the box-small (large) box has low (high) variance). Kernel k-means produced wild outliers (see the three points outside the box) as shown on S3. Despite having its best result (the top outlier) is better than all other results, its two worst results (the bottom two outliers) are significantly worse than all other results.
On the Spiral dataset, psKC appears to have variance larger than kernel k-means. This is because kernel k-means produced significantly poorer clustering overall, having all 10 trials lower than 0.5 F1 score.
Overall, psKC (using t = 100) produces higher F1 score than kernel k-means on all three datasets, where the median result is shown as the line inside the box. Note that psKC has the median result towards the upper end of the box; whereas kernel k-means has the median result at the middle or towards the lower end. In addition, Figures 2c to 2e also show that the variance can be significantly reduced by using a higher t setting at the cost of longer runtime.
For example, on S3, psKC (using t = 100) took 1.0 seconds, and psKC (using t = 1000) took 9.2 seconds.
Discussion

Isolation Kernel versus Gaussian Kernel
To get the clustering outcomes of psKC we showed here, it is crucial that the point-set kernel employs Isolation Kernel (4, 5) which is data dependent. Employing a Gaussian Kernel, which is data independent, psKC will perform poorly on datasets with clusters of different data sizes and/or densities. This is because its similarity measurement is independent of data distribution. See the clustering outcomes of psKC which employs Gaussian kernel in Table 4 in the supplementary materials.
In addition, Gaussian kernel has a feature map which has intractable dimensionality. As a result, its use in point-set kernel has high computational cost.
Issue with running DP on a subsample
Our results show that density-based algorithm such as DP is a stronger clustering algorithm than kernel k-means and spectral clustering, in terms of clustering outcomes. But DP is one of the most computationally expensive algorithms: it needs large memory space and its runtime is proportional to the square of data size (n 2 ).
It is possible to run DP on an image of high resolution by reducing its resolution first. However, the effect of this reduction can be counter productive. For example, we have attempted to reduce the resolution of the Chinese painting: Autumn Colors, showed in Table 3 . The resolution must be reduced from 1 million pixels to 90,000 pixels for DP to run on a machine with 256GB memory. As a result of this reduction, salient features of the painting were destroyed, e.g., some brush writings have become less obvious. With reduced density of pixels of brush writing, it is no more exhibited as a cluster of interest in its own right in the CIELAB space.
Thus, DP is unable to identify the brush writing (together with the painting using the same brush color) as a cluster. An example clustering outcome of DP is shown in Figure 3 . Note that the background and brush writing/painting are not clearly separated into two different clusters by DP, unlike psKC's clustering outcomes shown in Table 3 . In a nutshell, reducing the resolution would add another issue into DP's existing weakness in identifying clusters of uniform distribution as exemplified by the 4-rings dataset shown in Table 1 .
Current approaches to runtime issue
A consideration amount of research has been delegated to mitigate this persistent longstanding runtime issue of using a point-to-point distance/kernel. For example, various indexing techniques (19, 20) have been explored to reduce the n 2 runtime. While some have claimed to have achieved runtime proportional to n, this often comes with the cost of reduced task-specific performance (19, 20) .
For the point-to-point kernel-based methods, an alternative to indexing is to use kernel functional approximation to speed up their runtimes, e.g., the scalable kernel k-means (11) mentioned above.
Both approaches of indexing and kernel functional approximation reduce runtime by sacrificing task-specific performance. In contrast, psKC has its runtime proportional to n, needing neither indexing nor kernel approximation. As a result, its task-specific performance is not compromised.
Conclusion
We show that the proposed clustering psKC outclasses DP, scalable kernel k-means and spectral clustering in terms of both clustering outcomes and runtime efficiency. We identify that the two root causes of shortcomings of existing clustering algorithms are (i) the use of data independent point-to-point distance/kernel (where the kernel has a feature map with intractable dimensionality) to compute the required similarity directly; and (ii) the algorithmic designs that utilize the point-to-point distance/kernel to characterize clusters. These have led to poorer clustering outcomes and the longstanding runtime issue that have prevented them from dealing with large scale datasets.
We address these root causes by using a data dependent point-set kernel and a new clustering algorithm which utilizes the point-set kernel to characterize clusters. As a result, psKC is the only clustering algorithm which is both effective and efficient-a quality which is all but nonexistent in current clustering algorithms. It is also the only kernel-based clustering which has runtime proportional to data size.
Supplementary materials
This section provides the supplementary materials. They give the details of the datasets/images used and the experimental settings; and demonstrate the additional clustering outcomes of the proposed clustering algorithm psKC as well as the algorithms mentioned in the discussion section (shown in 
Parameter search ranges
The parameter search ranges used in the experiments on artificial datasets are: • DP ik : For DP, is in [0.001m, 0.002m,..., 0.4m] where m is the maximum pairwise distance. The number of clusters is set to the true cluster number. For isolation kernel calculation, ψ in [2, 4, 6, 8, 16, 24 , 32] and t = 100.
• k-means: The number of clusters is set to the true cluster number.
In producing the clustering outcomes on color images, the proposed clustering psKC uses 
